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The review paper provides the perceptible description of Breast Cancer (BC) 
and its classification and various classification strategies associated with BC. 
It discusses the related studies pertaining to the analysis and classification of 
BC through histopathological images and investigates the crucial 
advancements in the BC classification procedures. Furthermore, it provides 
the analysis of breast histopathological images using traditional Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANNs). The paper discusses the distinct Deep Learning 
(DL) methods involved in enhancing the performance of BC classification. By 
discussing all major studies this review assists researchers in better 
classification and analysis of BC thereby providing a concise perspective of 
existing issues, solutions and further developments.  
 





Cancer is a crucial public health issue universally. Among various cancers, Breast 
Cancer (BC) incidence ratios are highest for women. It is considered as one of the 
major sources of death by cancer in women (Murtaza et al., 2019). BC is the most 
detected cancer in women globally. BC is recognized in the malignant enlargement 
of epithelial cells in the breast lobules or ducts. BC can be identified through 
microscopic analysis. The biopsies of breast tissue from patients can be collected 
during screening processes that are further utilized for analyzing the tumor type and 
progression. Early detection greatly helps in decreasing the mortality and morbidity 
rates and spreading of cancer to other parts of the body. Medical imaging methods 
like magnetic resonance, mammography, histopathological and ultrasound imaging 
are employed for detection of BC. BC is detected through clinical examination of 
breast by means of mammograms or palpation. 
With the huge progress in clinical science, the histopathological image analysis 
continues to be the most extensively utilized technique for BC diagnosis. This 
 
 
method is performed by collecting biopsies of breast tissue from patients. The 
staining procedure of collected tissue is performed using eosin and hematoxylin. 
This assists the pathologists to distinguish the tissue elements. The 
histopathological images are available for storage and future analysis via a 
Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system (Kozegar et al., 2019). CAD systems are 
utilized in order to address the accurate classification issues faced by manual 
methods. The BC diagnosis using CAD tools required Machine Learning (ML) 
schemes. Earlier feature engineering methods were employed for extracting desired 
features. However, advances in ML, DL have led to intelligent feature extraction 
and better classification (Han et al., 2017). Consequently, the stress of feature 
engineering for accurate outcomes particularly in image analysis has been 
eliminated from humans through computers. Use of DL frameworks have led to 
intelligent feature extraction from high dimensional raw images. These techniques 
have resolved the recognition and classification. 
issues to a broad level. Fortunately, in recent years, the mortality and morbidity 
rates have reduced due to improved treatment options and improved screening 
methods that enable early disease detection. 
This paper provides a brief outline of BC and significance of BC classification 
from histopathological images in Section 1. Section 2 presents the survey of BC 
classification methods. Section 3 provides a detailed overview of BHI analysis 
using traditional ANN methods. Section 4 provides a brief overview of BHI 
analysis using DNNs. Section 5 presents the analysis of BC classification 
discussing the merits of prior works related to proposed study, existing issues, 
solutions, and future directions. 
 
 
2 Review of breast cancer classification techniques 
 
In (Ferreira et al., 2018), transfer learning (TL) approach was employed for 
classifying BC histology images. A procedure for intelligent classification of eosin 
and hematoxylin-stained breast images into benign normality, normal tissue, 
malignant invasive and malignant in-situ carcinoma was presented. Initially, the top 
 
 
layers added were trained and fine-tuning was performed on feature extraction 
layers which were frozen previously. Data augmentation was performed for 
addressing the insufficient data issue and Inception Residual Neural Network 
(ResNet) 2 network was employed for analysis. The proposed work produced 
reliable classification outcomes. However, further analysis using image patches and 
validation of some post and pre-processing schemes was suggested. Additionally, 
the use of other strategies for reducing the overfitting issues was recommended. 
A Deep Learning (DL) approach for BC classification (Mahbod et al., 2018) was 
presented. The histological images of BC were classified by combining deep fine-
tuned networks. In the pre-processing stage, normalization and resizing were 
performed prior feeding the images to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). 
The normalized eosin and hematoxylin-stained images were fed as input. The 
ResNets were pre-trained initially    on ImageNet images and fine-tuned then on 
histological images. The final outcome was obtained by combining the result of two 
ResNets of distinct depth. However, only limited training data was used in this 
approach. Therefore, the need for using better normalization methods, more 
training information and combining more deep fine-tuned models was 
recommended in further analysis. Distinct strategies and systems were introduced 
in (Krishna and Rajabhushnam, 2019), for assessing the BHIs. An algorithm for 
identifying BC patients intelligently was proposed through detecting BC tumor by 
examining the biopsy images. BC identification was achieved using TL and CNNs. 
Results illustrated that it attained 96% of accuracy in non-cancerous and cancerous 
tumor identification. Furthermore, the need for exploring the distinct ways for 
accuracy enhancement was suggested. 
In (Kusumoto et al., 2018), DL technique was employed for identifying the 
endothelial cells without the necessity of lineage tracing or immunostaining. 
Depending on morphology alone, networks were trained to determine whether 
endothelial cells were present in phase- contrast images. The work further 
illustrated that the endothelial cells based solely on morphology were identified 
using the optimized CNNs. However, the scope of this work was limited to only the 
endothelial cell identification. In (Mejbri et al., 2019), TL approach was employed 
for classifying BC histology images. The histology dataset comprising 20 test and 
 
 
240 training images were used for classifying the benign, invasive carcinoma, 
normal and in-situ carcinoma images. For classifying images at multiple nuclei and 
cellular configurations, TL based on ResNet, AlexNet and GoogleNet was 
employed. It settled the issue of limited training set and computation time. 
Performance of proposed work was assessed based on sensitivity and accuracy. 
However, the need for further research using distinct architectures and pre-
processing methods for enhancing the classification accuracy was suggested. 
      A supervised segmentation technique using a Multilayer Neural Network 
(MNN) coupled with an improved geometric contour model was employed 
(Mouelhi et al., 2013) for BC nuclei detection. The target-stained nuclei were 
selected by constructing a discrimination function using a trained MNN coupled 
with Fisher Linear Discriminant. This function was introduced into a contour model 
for determining the boundaries of distinct nuclei-stained images. However, 
discussion pertaining to the BC classification was not provided. In (De Matos et al., 
2019), a review on computing methods for processing histopathological images was 
presented. Furthermore, the common tasks like feature extraction, segmentation, 
supervised learning, and unsupervised learning were studied. A case study of BC 
classification using a mixture of shallow and deep ML methods was presented. In 
this work, patching procedure was employed as a data augmentation technique. 
Furthermore, it suggested the need of exploring techniques for creating better 
patches. Latest progress in CAD was presented in (Kaushal et al., 2019) for BC 
diagnosis. The study highlighted that future CAD methods must be independent of 
the dataset and magnification factor for diagnosing BC. In (Cascianelli et al., 2018), 
dimensionality reduction methods for histopathology image classification was 
presented. The prime motive of this work was to determine the proper tradeoff 
between the dimensionality and accuracy. Results illustrated that acceptable 
compression ratios could be achieved with slight reduction in average accuracy. In 
(Vesal et al., 2018), TL approach was employed for categorization of BC histology 
images. The features were learnt using ResNet50 and Inception-V3 architectures 
that were pre-trained initially on ImageNet. Both the networks were trained on 60% 
of the dataset and tested on 20% of dataset. The ResNet50 outperformed the 
Inception-V3 with respect to classification accuracy. However, discussion 
 
 
pertaining to overfitting issues of TL was not provided. In (Vo et al., 2019), DL 
models were employed for extracting effective visual features relevant for BC 
classification. It illustrated that better features could be extracted using DL models 
than classical feature extraction schemes. Furthermore, it used a boosting strategy 
for CNNs in order to categorize eosin stained and hematoxylin breast images into 
non-carcinomas and carcinomas and further into invasive carcinomas, normal, in-
situ carcinomas and benign lesions.  The proposed work exhibited better 
performance with respect to classification. However, the need for further research 
by adopting novel schemes for classification performance optimization was 
recommended. 
 
3   Analysis of breast histopathological images using classical ANN 
 
In BC medical treatment procedures and diagnosis, breast histopathological images 
(BHI) play a pivotal role. Therefore, more effective methods like Machine Learning 
(ML) schemes are developed and used to help histopathologists in attaining a more 
stable, rapid and quantified outcomes. In many studies, Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANNs) were employed owing to the healthy and positive development trend.  
     A study was presented for analyzing the BHI (Li et al., 2019) using conventional 
ANNs. The prime motive of this work was to determine the effectiveness of ANNs 
in BHI analysis. The study illustrated that ANNs were capable of solving limited 
dataset issues more effectively. Moreover, it stated that non-linear ANNs could be 
used in extraction of complex decision boundaries for enhancing the classification 
performance. The study further revealed that ANNs not only support classification 
tasks but also pattern analysis tasks. In (Shukla et al., 2017), an approach for 
classifying non-cancerous and cancerous cells in BHIs was presented. Initially, 
multiple morphological features were extracted. Proposed ANN classifier attained 
80% of accuracy. In (Singh et al., 2010), presented the BC classification depending 
on BHIs using forward/back ANN method. The three distinct types of BHIs were 
classified using eight attributes and a classical ANN technique. Analysis was 
conducted using 1808 samples, out of which 387 samples were utilized for 
validation purposes and 387 for testing. The proposed ANN classifier attained 95% 
 
 
of overall accuracy. In (Loukas et al., 2013), thirty texture attributes were extracted 
initially for classifying low magnification BHIs into three distinct malignancy 
scales. Furthermore, more effective data from features extracted were determined 
through feature selection. Depending on the features selected, a probabilistic neural 
network classifier (PNN) was developed. In the analysis, 65 images were evaluated 
and 87% of overall accuracy was obtained. 
     All the studies discussed above employed classical ANN schemes for BHI 
analysis. Use of classical ANNs resulted in lower accuracy. Therefore,  further 
optimization in BHI analysis and BC classification is required for analysing more 
complex BHIs and better categorization of BC.  
 
4   Analysis of breast histopathological images using deep neural networks 
 
A hybrid Deep Neural Network (DNN) (Yan et al., 2020) was employed for 
classifying the BC histopathological images. This study preserved the long-term 
and short-term spatial dependencies and combined the advantages of recurrent 
DNN and convolutional DNN for attaining the desired goal. Initially, the pathology 
images having high-resolution were split into smaller patches. Furthermore, the 
multilevel patches of every image were extracted using the CNN technique and  
image classification at the end was achieved by fusing patch features using 
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) technique. The work further suggested that for 
classification accuracy improvement, diverse and large datasets and excellent DL 
techniques are crucial. Moreover, it suggested the usage of attention mechanisms in 
DL techniques for performance optimization. In (Wang et al., 2018), an approach 
was presented for intelligent classification of BC histopathological images. The 
global and hierarchical data of input images was incorporated in the network. CNN 
technique was used for classifying histology images into benign lesion, invasive 
carcinoma, normal tissues, and in-situ carcinoma. Out of 280 images employed for 
training, 60 images were utilized for testing purposes and 60 images were used for 
validation. The proposed framework comprised a data augmentation phase and 
classification phase involving an image-wise and a patch-wise classification. The 
proposed work attained better classification outcomes. However, further research 
 
 
needs to be conducted for analysing the impact of other factors on classification 
tasks. In (Xu et al., 2019), a hybrid deep attention approach was presented for BC 
classification. The hard-attention method employed in network intelligently 
determined the useful (region) portion from raw image without the necessity of 
resizing the raw image for preventing data loss. The decision for image 
classification and region prediction for subsequent time step was achieved using the 
recurrent network. Owing to non-differentiable region selection procedure, the 
entire network was optimized using a reinforcement method for better 
categorization of regions. It achieved 96% accuracy with only 15% of raw image 
pixels. Although it involved network complexity. Thus, further research must be 
conducted for developing simpler architecture and performance optimization. In 
(Mehra, 2018), intelligent classification of BC in BHIs using Deep CNNs was 
presented. The proposed model was independent of magnification parameters of 
image. Moreover, use of the pooling layer merely in the final convolutional layer 
helped in preventing data loss. For appropriate model training and loss function 
minimization, cross-entropy was taken into account. It attained 85.3% of average 
accuracy. However, slow training and random initialization of weights were the 
prominent limitations of this study. Hence, the need for further research using 
deeper architecture, additional data and consideration of parameters like pooling 
strategy, learning rate, loss function, filter size and optimizer was recommended in 
further analysis. In (Zainudin et al., 2019), CNN architecture was employed for BC 
detection. Three kinds of layered CNNs namely 17-layer CNN, 13-layer CNN and 
6-layer CNN were used in detecting BC cells using BHIs. Among the three, 17-
layer CNN exhibited better performance with respect to accuracy. The study further 
highlighted that a greater number of layers resulted in greater performance. 
However, this approach was time-consuming as many training layers were used. 
Hence further research needs to be conducted for reducing the training time without 
comprising the performance. In (Wei et al., 2017), DCNNs were used for 
classifying BHIs. The proposed DL model eliminated the complexity faced in 
extracting features manually. It adopted TL and data augmentation for addressing 
the overfitting issues in case of limited training data. Results illustrated that it 
provided 97% of classification accuracy and exhibited better robustness. In (Ranjan 
 
 
et al., 2018), CNNs were used for classifying histopathology images for BC 
detection. This study employed a CNN-dependent hierarchical classifier for 
categorizing BHIs into invasive, normal, in-situ and benign. It provided acceptable 
classification outcomes. However, the need for further analysis in classifying  
distinct histopathological images with better accuracy was recommended.  
     An approach was presented in (Alom et al., 2019) for classifying BC 
histopathological images using inception network, RCNN and residual network. 
Experiments were conducted on two distinct benchmark datasets for BC through 
evaluating patch level, patient level, and image level data with distinct magnifying 
factors. Furthermore, distinct criteria’s like resized input samples, magnification 
factor, augmented samples and patches were considered for analysis. The proposed 
work exhibited approximately 2.14% and 3.67% improvement of overall 
recognition accuracy. Additionally, it showed 98.59% and 99.05% testing accuracy 
for multi-class and binary BC recognition. Furthermore, performance of proposed 
work was assessed using random patches and using winner take all methods 
achieving  testing accuracy of 100%. Due to the integration of many networks,  the 
proposed work suffered design complexity, thus techniques for simplified design 
without compromising the classification performance should be investigated. In 
(Roy et al., 2019), a patch-based CNN approach was employed for intelligent 
classification of BHIs into invasive carcinoma, normal, in-situ carcinoma and 
benign. From the source images, suitable sized patches containing crucial 
diagnostic data were extracted. The kernel size, filters required in every layer were 
adjusted such that the number of trainable variables were lesser than samples for 
avoiding overfitting issues. The proposed BC classification system operated in two 
distinct modes: single patch in single decision (SPSD) and all patches in single 
decision (APSD). Initially the class label of every patch was predicted by SPSD 
mode. If the predicted class label was the same for all patches extracted, then the 
output was categorized as true classification. In APSD mode, the ultimate decision 
pertaining to the image's class label was taken using the majority voting method. 
Results illustrated that proposed work in SPSD mode attained classification 
accuracy of 84.7% for 2 and 77.4% for 4 histopathological classes and 
classification accuracy of 92.5% for 2-class and 90% for 4-class classification. The 
 
 
work further highlighted the need for applying the proposed framework on other HI 
datasets. 
 
5   Breast Cancer Classification State of the Art 
 
In (Zhang et al., 2011), an approach for BC classification was proposed. The image 
features were extracted using Completed Local Binary Patterns (CLBP) and Gray 
Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM). Random Subspace Ensemble (RSE) 
approach was employed for classification. The proposed work achieved better 
classification accuracy on benchmark BC image dataset. However, only the 
classical techniques were used in this work. Hence further research needs to be 
conducted using advanced techniques for more effective classification. In (Kiambe, 
2018), a two phase framework for classifying BHI was presented. In the initial 
(first) phase, a CNN method was employed for feature extraction through a feature 
learning procedure. In the second phase, features extracted were utilized in training 
conventional ML frameworks like Logistic Regression (LR), K-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The work illustrated that a hybrid 
framework could precisely detect the BC digital BHIs. The proposed model 
performed better when features were extracted from the third fully connected layer. 
Moreover, it exhibited 99.84% of accuracy. However, further research needs to be 
conducted for optimizing the classification task using improved methods. In (Gour 
et al., 2020), an intelligent approach for diagnosing BC tumors using BHIs was 
presented. In this study, residual learning dependent CNN known as ResHist was 
employed for learning discriminative and rich features from BHIs and classifying 
them into malignant and benign categories. Additionally, for improving the model 
performance, a data augmentation scheme depending on affine transformation, 
patch generation and stain normalization was used. The ResHist model achieved 
92.52% of accuracy and 93.45% of F1-score. However, the need for further 
analysis and validation of ResHist using larger datasets prior to practical usage was 
recommended. In (Kohl et al., 2018), implementation of densely connected CNNs 
for resolving the issue of classifying BC histology images and segmentation of full 
slide images in the CAD domain was discussed. The work illustrated that densely 
 
 
connected CNNs were most appropriate for TL even in smaller dataset cases. 
However, further study is required for creating larger and annotated databases. 
Additionally, sophisticated feature recognition schemes must be developed for 
understanding the performance gaps of distinctly trained networks. In (Gupta and 
Bhavsar, 2017), a method was presented for classifying BC histopathological 
images using colour texture attributes and an ensemble classifier. The prime goal of 
this work was to study the classification of  BC images across distinct optical 
magnification ranges. The  work further revealed that with appropriate attributes 
within an ensemble classifying model, the classification could be made 
magnification invariant. Moreover, it illustrated that magnification specific 
framework required lesser training time compared to the magnification independent 
framework, by considering certain asymmetries in attained results. In (Alirezazadeh 
et al., 2018), supervised learning was adopted for classifying BC histopathology 
images. It isolated the malignant and benign feature vectors through symmetric 
transformation for exploiting more discriminative data for classifier recognition and 
learning process. Moreover, feature vectors were extracted through handcraft 
descriptors prior classification. It achieved average recognition rates of 5.1% and 
88.5%. Although satisfactory results were achieved, it employed only handcraft 
descriptors. Hence, for performance optimization, use of DL based feature 
extraction methods and discriminative DL methods was recommended. 
 
6  Comparative analysis 
Table 1. Comparative study of previous works 
References Objectives Techniques Performance 
metrics 
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7  Research Gap in existing studies 
 
Despite several studies conducted on BC classification schemes, certain limitations 
still prevail and must be addressed in order to attain effective BC classification 
outcomes. The significant challenges encountered are as follows: Methodologies 
employed for BC classification in existing works lacked techniques for reducing the 
overfitting issues. The solutions and techniques for minimizing the overfitting 
issues were not provided. Limited training data and analysis of BHIs using  image 
patches of inferior quality in many related studies, delineated the performance of 
BC classification. The effectiveness of post and preprocessing techniques, 
normalization methods, deep architectures used in existing works were not highly 
satisfiable. The feature learning and extraction techniques in few existing works 
 
 
were incapable of analyzing and extracting minute details in BHIs. The BC 
classification outcomes attained in related studies were not of superior quality. 
Moreover, use of traditional classification schemes in few studies resulted in 
attaining lower classification accuracy. Many related studies were incapable of 
analyzing significant features in complex BHIs. Furthermore, use of complex 
architectures and many training layers in few studies were unable to attain the 
desired outcomes within the expected duration.  
8  Analysis and Discussion  
 
The analysis of BC classification using BHIs is presented in this section. The 
analysis is conducted based on datasets and BC classification techniques used in 
related studies.  
8.1 Analysis based on classification techniques 
The techniques employed for BC classification is depicted in Figure 2. From Figure 
2, it is noticed that techniques like RF, GAN, RSE, LR, RNN, MNN and PNN were 
less utilized. Techniques like PCA, BPN were utilized in only 2 technical papers. 
KNN in 4 papers, TL in 6 papers, SVM and techniques other than those mentioned 
in Figure 2 were used in 8 papers. Among all the BC classification techniques, 
CNN technique was most frequently employed in reviewed studies  




     
 
 
8.2 Analysis based on Datasets 
The datasets employed for BC classification in related works is depicted in 
Figure 3. From Figure 3, it is observed that datasets such as Epistroma, Multiclass 
Kather’s are less utilized. Datasets like MITOS ATYPHIA are used in  2 technical 
papers, BioImaging 2015 in 3 papers, ICIAR 2018 in 4 papers, BACH 2018 in 5 papers 
and datasets other than those mentioned in Figure 3 are used in 14 papers. Among all 
the datasets considered in Figure 3, BreakHis dataset was most frequently employed in 
many BC classification studies (in 21 technical papers).  




9   Conclusion        
 
BC is a fatal and common disease among women globally. This review presented a 
thorough  analysis on BC classification and several classification mechanisms 
linked with it. The classical and modern classification methods utilized for BC 
classification through histopathological images were discussed. Intelligent BC 
 
 
classification through histopathological images plays a pivotal role in BC 
prognosis. This review illustrated that the majority of the works used 
histopathology images for BC classification.  For reducing inconsistencies in BC 
images, existing studies utilized scaling, data augmentation, image normalization 
and pre-processing schemes. As magnification factor plays a crucial role in the 
analysis of microscopic images for diagnosis, it was noted that there is still a lack of 
informative magnification techniques. Utilization of handcrafted feature extraction 
schemes in CAD systems resulted in time-consumption. In many works, DL models 
were used for achieving better classification outcomes. However, utilizing more 
layers in  DL approaches resulted in high computational complexity, in addition to 
more information for training. Thus, it is crucial to modify and improve the existing 
DL techniques by addressing the issues pertaining to training, feature extraction 
quality, number of layers, computational complexity, etc. It can be inferred from 
the existing studies that there is still a great scope for enhancing the classification 
performance. A mixture of automated learning and prior knowledge in addition to  
better design strategies might be profitable and beneficial for better BC 
classification. 
10. Future Scope 
In the future, there is a huge room for improvement. Novel frameworks can be 
developed for analyzing the BHIs in detail using fully-labeled, large scale public 
datasets. Analysis of BC classification in-depth like analysis of distinct kinds of BC 
tumor, its subcategories and studies pertaining to diagnosis and treatment response 
can be carried out. Moreover, techniques for BC classification using other 
microscopic images and methods for extracting minute details from images can be 
investigated. BC classification using whole slide images is tedious but will provide 
a higher value in medical practices and can be considered as a potential research of 
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